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Abstract Alchemical free energy methods with molecular mechanics (MM) force fields are now widely20

used in the prioritization of small molecules for synthesis in structure-enabled drug discovery projects be-21

cause of their ability to deliver 1–2 kcal mol−1 accuracy in well-behaved protein-ligand systems. Surpassing22

this accuracy limit would significantly reduce the number of compounds thatmust be synthesized to achieve23

desired potencies and selectivities in drug design campaigns. However, MM force fields pose a challenge24

to achieving higher accuracy due to their inability to capture the intricate atomic interactions of the phys-25

ical systems they model. A major limitation is the accuracy with which ligand intramolecular energetics—26

especially torsions—can be modeled, as poor modeling of torsional profiles and coupling with other va-27

lence degrees of freedom can have a significant impact on binding free energies. Here, we demonstrate28

how a new generation of hybrid machine learning / molecular mechanics (ML/MM) potentials can deliver29

significant accuracy improvements in modeling protein-ligand binding affinities. Using a nonequilibrium30

perturbation approach, we can correct a standard, GPU-accelerated MM alchemical free energy calculation31

in a simple post-processing step to efficiently recover ML/MM free energies and deliver a significant accu-32

racy improvement with small additional computational effort. To demonstrate the utility of ML/MM free33

energy calculations, we apply this approach to a benchmark system for predicting kinase:inhibitor binding34

affinities—a congeneric ligand series for non-receptor tyrosine kinase TYK2 (Tyk2)—wherein state-of-the-35

art MM free energy calculations (with OPLS2.1) achieve inaccuracies of 0.93±0.12 kcal mol−1 in predicting36

absolute binding free energies. Applying an ML/MM hybrid potential based on the ANI2x ML model and37

AMBER14SB/TIP3P with the OpenFF 1.0.0 (“Parsley”) small molecule force field as an MM model, we show38

that it is possible to significantly reduce the error in absolute binding free energies from 0.97 [95% CI: 0.68,39

1.21] kcal mol−1 (MM) to 0.47 [95% CI: 0.31, 0.63] kcal mol−1 (ML/MM).40

41
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Introduction42

MM force fields are widely used in structure-enabled drug discovery43

Alchemical free energy calculations are now widely used in structure-enabled drug discovery programs to44

optimize or maintain potency [1–5]. Typically, relative alchemical free energy methods can predict affinities45

with accuracies of 1–2 kcal mol−1 in prospective use in well-behaved, structure-enabled programs [3, 6].46

While an accuracy of 1 kcal mol−1 is already sufficient to greatly reduce the number of compounds thatmust47

be synthesized to achieve desired potency gains, the ability to further improve this accuracy to 0.5 kcalmol−148

(“chemical accuracy” [7]) would deliver significant benefits at least as large as the improvement achieved by49

accuracy improvements from2 kcalmol−1 to 1 kcalmol−1 for optimization of potency [8, 9] and selectivity [10,50

11]. To achieve “chemical accuracy”, improvements are required to the computational model of the protein-51

ligand system (the force field) while constraining any increase in computational cost to ensure results can52

be produced on a timescale viable for active drug discovery projects, as alchemical free energy calculations53

typically require generating tens to hundreds of nanoseconds of simulation data within a few hours [5, 12].54

Surpassing 1 kcal mol−1 accuracy requires model improvements that are difficult to generalize55

Relative free energymethods almost universally utilize fixed-chargeMM force fields tomodel small, organic,56

drug-like molecules and interactions with their respective receptors and aqueous environments, such as57

GAFF [13, 14], CGenFF [15, 16, 16], or OPLS [17]. Importantly, these popular class I [18, 19] MM force fields58

have well-characterized drawbacks, in part, because they omit a number of important energetic contribu-59

tions known to limit their ability to achieve chemical accuracy [7, 20, 21]. For example, whilemoving tomore60

complex electrostaticsmodelswhich include fixedmultipoles andpolarizable dipoles [22] are promising, the61

development of polarizable force fields that broadly deliver accuracy gains has proven challenging [23–25].62

Deficiencies in the modeling of torsions that accurately account for local chemical environment is also a63

difficult challenge for MM force fields [26]. Indeed, many MM force fields recommend refitting torsion po-64

tentials directly to quantum chemical calculations for individual molecules in a bespoke manner, a process65

considered essential to achieving a 1–2 kcalmol−1 level of accuracy in binding free energy calculations [1, 27].66

Even so, the environment-dependent coupling between torsions and other valence degrees of freedom67

[7, 20, 21, 28] (including adjacent torsions [26, 29–32]) makes it difficult for this simple refitting approach to68

accurately capture often significant ligand conformational reorganization effects [33].69

QM/MM offers a parameterization-free alternative, but at significantly increased cost70

Another approach attempts to avoid the parameterization issue altogether by modeling the ligand using71

QM levels of theory, while treating the remaining atomic environment with an MM force field in a hybrid72

QM/MM potential [34–38]. QM/MM calculations are orders of magnitude more expensive than the equiva-73

lent calculation at the MM level, which has led to attempts to speed up these calculations by either using a74

low level of QM theory, or reducing the number of QM-level evaluations that are performed. QM/MM simu-75

lations for ligand binding are yet limited in accuracy due to the low level of QM theory (often semi-empirical76

or DFT with limited basis sets) that are computationally practical. This has driven the development of meth-77

ods that attempt tominimize the amount of QM/MM simulation data that must be generated by computing78

perturbative corrections to MM alchemical free energy calculations [39–41].79

Machine learning (ML) potentials can reproduce QM energies at greatly reduced cost80

Recently, quantummachine learning potentials (ML or QML) [42]—such as those based on neural networks81

like ANI [43]—have seen success in reproducingQMenergeticswith orders ofmagnitude less computational82

cost than the QMmethods they aim to reproduce. The ANI-1x neural network potential [43], for example, is83

able to reproduce DFT-level energies (!B97X functional with 6-31G* basis set) with a 106 speed up. Indeed,84

the ANI models are so fast and reproduce quantum chemical data so well that recent approaches have85

integrated them into bespoke torsion refitting schemes as an alternative to costly QM torsion scans [44].86

Notably, the recently-developed ANI-2x supports molecular systems including element types C, H, N, O,87

as well as F, Cl, and S—ideal for applications to receptor-ligand systems as they cover 90% of drug-like88

molecules. In particular, for the purpose of this study, ANI-2x covers 100% of the ligands included in the89

Schrödinger benchmark set for alchemical free energy calculations [45].90
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UQML/MM(XP, XL)                     =      UMM(XP, XL)                    - UMM
vacuum(XL)       +      UQML

vacuum(XL)  
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ANI-2x

UML/MM(XP, XL)                     =      UMM(XP, XL)                    - UMM
vacuum(XL)       +      UML

vacuum(XL)  

Figure 1. A hybrid ML/MM potential can treat intramolecular ligand forces with high accuracy. ML potentials
can treat intramolecular ligand forces with high accuracy, as part of a hybrid ML/MM scheme. Top: We can con-struct a hybrid machine learning / molecular mechanics (ML/MM) potential that treats ligand intramolecular interac-tions with higher accuracy than achievable by MM potentials by subtracting the MM energy of the ligand in vacuum andadding the more accurate ML energy of the ligand in vacuum. Here, the MM model uses the Open Force Field Initiative[http://openforcefield.org] OpenFF 1.0.0 (“Parsley”) small molecule force field [46], AMBER14SB [47], and TIP3P [48] whilethe ML model uses the ANI-2x [49] neural network potential parameterized using DFT !B97X/6-31G* QM calculations.
Bottom: The ANI-2x [49] ML potential first computes radial and angular features for each atom and then sums energeticcontributions by atom using deep learning models specific to each element-element pair.

Hybrid ML/MM potentials provide improved ligand energetics91

While the notion of simulating an entire solvated protein-ligand system with quantum chemical accuracy—92

in a manner that avoids molecular mechanics parameterization altogether—with orders of magnitude less93

effort is immediately appealing, several limitations stand in the way to this: First, the number of elements94

covered by potentials like ANI [49] are so far rather limited, precluding their application to ions and cofactors;95

Second, while ML models are orders of magnitude faster than any reasonable QM levels of theory, they96

are currently still orders of magnitude slower than GPU-accelerated MM simulations, though this gap is97

expected to close rapidly with both software and hardware improvements. Third, ML models have not yet98

been parameterized on systems that would ensure well-behaved condensed-phase properties, so that MM99

may yet provide superior results for treating intermolecular interactions in large, extended systems.100

However, hybridML/MMmodels—wherein ligand interactions are treated withML and the environment101

and ligand-environment interactions with MM (in analogy to QM/MM [34–38])—could provide a convenient102

and efficient path to improving accuracy by capturing complex molecular interactions that classical force103

fields fail to do. Recently, Lahey et. al. [52] demonstrated that by using the ANI-1ccx [53] ML potential104

(a variant of ANI-1x refit to coupled-cluster calculations) to represent intramolecular interactions of small105

molecule ligands, accurate binding poses and conformational energies could be afforded to the EGFR in-106

hibitor, erlotinib. Notably, they reported significant discrepancies among torsional energy profiles between107

the MM and ANI-1ccx potentials [52].108

Here, we wondered whether incorporating this higher-accuracy ML treatment of small molecule ligand109
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Figure 2. Tyk2 is a challenging test set for predicting kinase:inhibitor binding free energies. The Tyk2 congenericligand benchmark series was taken from the Schrödinger JACS benchmark set [45], which is challenging for both com-mercial force fields (OPLS2.1 achieves a ΔG RMSE of 0.93±0.12 kcal mol−1 [45]) and public force fields (GAFF 1.8 achievesa ΔG RMSE of 1.13 kcal mol−1, and ΔΔG RMSE of 1.27 kcal mol−1 [50]). Left: Illustration of the X-ray structure used for allcalculations. Right: 2D structures of all ligands in the benchmark set, showing common scaffold and substituents. TheSchrodinger Tyk2 benchmark set contains a congeneric series selected from [51, 51] where experimental errors inKi arereported to have �Ki∕Ki < 0.3, yielding �ΔG ≈ 0.18 kcal mol−1 and �ΔΔG ≈ 0.25 kcal mol−1.

intramolecular energetics within an MM scheme would lead to quantitative improvements in absolute and110

relative binding free energies. A particularly convenient hybrid ML/MM formulation corresponds to the111

functional form given in Equation 1 (and visualized in Figure 1) wherein the potential energy function for a112

environment (receptor and/or solvent)/ligand system takes the form113

UML/MM(XP , XL) = UMM(XP , XL) − U vacuum
MM (XL) + U vacuum

ML (XL) (1)
with XP ∈ ℝ3NP as all non-ligand coordinates (receptor and/or solvent), XL ∈ ℝ3NL as the ligand coordinates,114

Uvacuum
MM (XL) and Uvacuum

ML (XL) indicating the MM/ML potential energy function for the ligand and UMM(XP ,115

XL) the MM potential energy function for the environment/ligand system. The formulation given in Equa-116

tion 1 treats intramolecular ligand interactions with an ML potential while intermolecular and environmen-117

tal (receptor and/or solvent) atomic interactions are treated with MM force fields [52]. Although other118

formulations are possible—such as including short-range ligand-environment interactions within the ML119

region—we will demonstrate that the simple formulation of Equation 1 is sufficient to realize significant im-120

provements in the accuracy of computed binding free energies for a challenging kinase:inhibitor benchmark121

system (Figure 2).122

Nonequilibrium perturbations can efficiently compute MM to ML/MM corrections123

Current implementations of ML potentials do not permit an entire alchemical free energy calculation to be124

carried out with hybridML/MMpotentials in a practical timescale. Instead, we aim for an approach that post-125

processes traditional MM alchemical free energy calculations [5, 12, 58]—such as the relative free energy126

calculation used here—to compute a correction ΔGMM→ML∕MM to the free energy of binding. Alchemical free127

energy calculations are now both routine and efficient, and available in a wide variety of software packages,128

often with GPU acceleration [6, 45, 50, 59–65].129

While it may be tempting to simply sample from equilibriumMM states where the ligand is in complex or130

solution and estimate ΔGMM→ML∕MM based on the instantaneous dimensionless work w[X] ≡ �[UML∕MM(X) −131
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B

Figure 3. A simple nonequilibrium switching scheme can efficiently correct standard MM alchemical free en-
ergy calculations to ML/MM accuracy. (A) Augmented thermodynamic cycle used to estimate ML/MM free energies.The blue-bracketed, four-state thermodynamic cycle represents a typical MM relative free energy calculation where
ΔΔGMM = ΔGMM

L1→L2
− ΔGMM

PL1→PL2
. The orange bracketed thermodynamic augmentations represent respective ML/MM

hybrid states such that ΔΔGML/MM = ΔΔGMM + ΔGML/MM
PL1

− ΔGML/MM
PL2

+ ΔGML/MM
L2

− ΔGML/MM
L1

. (B) Illustration of thenonequilibrium switching perturbation approach to estimating free energy corrections. The blueMMand orangeML/MMarrows represent equilibria at respective thermodynamic states. First, N configurations are sampled from equilibriumat the MM state and short MM→ML/MM nonequilibrium (NEQ) trajectories are generated and the dimensionless work
wMM→ML∕MM recorded. Subsequently, the last configuration of each NEQ trajectory is resampled (with replacement) withprobability proportional to e−wMM→ML∕MM . Resampled configurations are decorrelated with 10 ps of ML/MM equilibriummolecular dynamics before backward ML/MM→MM nonequilibrium trajectories are generated and the correspondingdimensionless work (wML∕MM→MM

i ) stored. The Bennett acceptance ratio (BAR) [54–56] is used to estimate the free energydifference, which corresponds to the crossing of the true p(wMM→ML∕MM) and p(−wML∕MM→MM) work distributions [55, 57].

UMM(X)], unless the MM models have been specifically parameterized to minimize the variance in w [41],132

small differences in the equilibrium valence degrees of freedom ensure that the variance of this weight is133

so large as to make this approach impractical (Figure 4).134

As an alternative, we propose a convenient approach that uses short, nonequilibrium (NEQ) simulations135

to reduce the variance sufficiently to enable practical free energy estimates. Importantly, we aim to avoid136

two pitfalls: First, we aim to avoid the significant bias that arises in attempting to estimate free energy137

differences from short, unidirectional MM→ML/MM nonequilibrium switching trajectories [66], as well as138

the costly long nonequilibrium trajectories that would be required to minimize that bias; instead, we aim139

to use bidirectional protocols (MM→ML/MM and ML/MM→MM) and the optimal Bennett acceptance ratio140

estimator, which minimizes this bias [54, 55, 66]. Second, we aim to minimize the amount of simulation141

data that must be generated from the ML/MM state since it is so slow to sample from.142

We construct an alchemical protocol that connects the easily-sampled MM thermodynamic states to the143

ML/MM thermodynamic states (in solvent and complex) via a linear interpolation of the potential (geometric144

interpolation of the sampled probability density function [67]) wherein the potential takes the form145

UML/MM(XP , XL|�) = UMM(XP , XL) − �U vacuum
MM (XL) + �U vacuum

ML (XL). (2)
Here, the alchemical parameter � ∈ [0, 1] interpolates between the MM and hybrid ML/MM endstates, XP ∈146

ℝ3NP corresponds to the configuration of the receptor (and all other environment) atoms, and XL ∈ ℝ3NL147

corresponds to the configuration of the ligand atoms. The NEQ free energy correction can be computed148

using four sequential steps, each performed independently for the solvated phase and the complex phase:149

1. Extract N iid equilibrium samples from each MM thermodynamic state (ligand in complex or sol-150

vent) and perform MM→ML/MM nonequilibrium switching (NEQ) simulations for a fixed trajectory151

length T using the alchemical potential Eq. 2 with � = t∕T , recording the dimensionless protocol work152

wMM→ML∕MM [68].153

2. Resample the final snapshots from each trajectory (with replacement) using the weight e−wMM→ML∕MM to154

generate an ensemble of N snapshots sampled from equilibrium for the ML/MM state.155
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Figure 4. Short 10 ps nonequilibrium trajectories are sufficient to reliably estimate MM→ML/MM free energy
corrections. Left: Forward nonequilibrium work distribution (MM→ML/MM) for each of three switching times for bothcomplex and solvated ligand phases for a representative ligand (1). The evolution of the work distributions demonstratesa reduction in variance and converge to more negative work values upon longer annealing time [69]. Right: Standarddeviations of work distributions with respect to nonequilibrium protocol length for complex and solvent phases andbootstrapped 68% CIs. The complex phase has consistently lower work standard deviations, likely due comparativelylower ligand entropy than in the solvent phase.

3. For each resampled configuration, perform a short (10 ps) MD simulation with the ML/MM potential156

to decorrelate the resampled configurations.157

4. For each of these ML/MM configurations, perform NEQ switching with the time-reversed protocol158

(ML/MM→MM) and record the dimensionless work wML∕MM→MM.159

The Bennett acceptance ratio (BAR) [54–56] is then used to estimate the free energy correction ΔGMM→ML∕MM160

to the absolute free energy of the MM endstate for each phase (complex, solvent) of the alchemical free161

energy calculation.162

We stress that resampling after forward NEQ switching (step 2) is a critically important part of the proce-163

dure. Once forward NEQ trajectories are collected, each final configuration is approximately Boltzmann dis-164

tributed with respect to the ML/MM thermodynamic state as �ML/MM(xi) ≈ e−worki [70]. Omitting the resam-165

pling step and simply retaining all of the conformations generated by the forward NEQ switch step would166

not recover an approximately Boltzmann-distributed sample size. Omitting the resampling step would be167

particularly problematic in the solvent phase—where the forward work distributions generally span several168

kBT (see Fig. S.I.1)—since ligand conformations that are exponentially disfavored at the ML/MM state (com-169

pared to the MM state) would undergo backward NEQ switching, rendering prohibitively biased backward170

work distribution and free energy estimates. The resampling step is followed by a short equilibration (step 3)171

to decorrelate configurations that are resampled multiple times and recover from any collapse in effective172

sample size that occured during the resampling step.173

An analysis of the unidirectional work distribution for several nonequilibrium protocol lengths (some-174

times referred to as "annealing times" in the annealed importance sampling (AIS) literature [71]) suggests175

that 10 ps switching times are sufficient to produce useful free energy estimates (Figure 4). Indeed, per-176

forming the bidirectional switching scheme for several ligands confirms that the forward and backward177

work distributions overlap and BAR can produce useful estimates of the free energy corrections (Figure 5).178

Notably, solvent phase NEQ perturbations consistently yield higher work variances (Figure S.I.1) in their179

work distributions than their complex-phase counterparts, presumably indicative of the conformationally180

constrained nature of bound (but not solvated) ligands.181
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Figure 5. Bidirectionalworkdistributions fromnonequilibriumswitching showsufficient overlap to compute pre-
cise free energy corrections fromMM to ML/MM in both solvent and complex phases. Forward (blue) and negativebackward (orange) work distributions from 10 ps nonequilibrium switching trajectories for MM to ML/MM perturbationsare shown for complex (top) and solvent (bottom) phases for ligands 1 (left) and 14 (right). The Bennett acceptance ratio(BAR) estimates of the free energies and the uncertainty thereof are shown as vertical black lines and vertical gray dottedlines, respectively.

ML/MM significantly improves accuracy on a kinase:inhibitor benchmark182

We applied this nonequilibrium switching free energy correction scheme to a benchmark set of a well-183

studied congeneric series of inhibitors for non-receptor tyrosine-protein kinase (Tyk2) from the Schrödinger184

JACS benchmark set (Figure 2) [45]. This benchmark set is challenging for both commercial force fields185

(OPLS2.1 achieves a ΔG RMSE of 0.93±0.12 kcal mol−1 [45]) and public force fields (GAFF 1.8 achieves a ΔG186

RMSE 1.13 kcal/mol−1 and ΔΔG RMSE of 1.27 kcal/mol [50]). We consider a purely MM binding free energy187

baseline by using the ANI-2x [49] MLmodel (parameterized from DFT !B97X/6-31G*) with AMBER14SB [47],188

TIP3P [48], and the Open Force Field Initiative OpenFF 1.0.0 (“Parsley”) small molecule force field [46].189

The OpenFF 1.0.0 ("Parsley") MM free energy calculations, shown in Figure 6 (A) and (C), achieve an190

accuracy that is statistically indistinguishable from other public and commercial MM force field benchmarks191

in terms of both root-mean squared error (RMSE; OPLS2.1 [45] and GAFF 1.8 [50]) andmean unsigned error192

(MUE; OPLS3.1, GAFF 2.1, and CGenFF 4.1 [64]). When theMM free energy calculation is corrected toML/MM193

level of theory, Figure 6 (B) and (D), we recover experimental free energies with an RMSE of 0.47 [95%194

CI: 0.30, 0.67] kcal mol−1, a large and statistically significant improvement from MM (RMSE 0.97 [95% CI:195

0.70, 1.22] kcal mol−1). Due to the naïve formulation of the ML/MM potential, this improvement in the196

experimental agreement can only be a consequence of an improved intramolecular potential for the ligands197

in this system. The particular formulation was chosen as it allows for rapid calculation of the per-ligand198

corrections to be performed post hoc. More advanced definitions of the ML/MM potential may lead to199

further improvements, bymodelling additional interactions with higher levels of theory, however this would200

require concerted efforts to implement efficient interoperability between MM and ML packages—an area201

that requires further work.202

The nature of these corrections is somewhat surprising: All MM→ML/MM corrections are positive, dis-203

favorin binding. There is a notable trend in the magnitude of the correction, as illustrated by Figure 7. The204

smallest ΔGMM→ML/MM corrections, on the order of 0.5–1.5 kcal mol−1 are the conformationally-strained cy-205

clopropane moieties. Aliphatic groups with more conformational degrees of freedom, such as larger rings206

and acyclic groups, show larger corrections, with some of the largest MM→ML/MM corrections contain-207

ing functional groups that will conjugate with the amide group. The subtleties of the electronics of these208

conjugated molecules are unlikely to be captured by MM forcefields, particularly small molecule torsion209

parameters [26].210
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A B

C D

Figure 6. ML/MM free energy calculations show significant improvement over MM in reproducing absolute
and relative Tyk2 inhibitor binding free energies. (A) Absolute binding free energies for the MM small moleculeOpenFF 1.0.0 (“Parsley”) force field used with AMBER14SB and TIP3P water computed from relative free energy calcu-lations estimated using perses 0.7.1 [http://github.com/choderalab/perses] and the maximum-likelihood estimator [72]to integrate estimates from redundant transformations in the relative alchemical transformation network. The same re-dundant network of relative alchemical transformations used in [45] was used here. (B) Absolute free energies (ΔG)corrected to ML/MM (using ANI-2x [49] for the ML model) using the nonequilibrium correction scheme depicted inFigure 3. (C) Relative MM binding free energies (ΔΔG) for computed relative free energy transformation edges, withcorrection using MLE. (D) Relative ML/MM binding free energies obtained from differences in the corrected absolutebinding free energy estimates (top right). Blue scatter points are MM results, and orange are ML/MM results. Darkand light grey shaded regions indicate the region of ±0.5 and ±1.0 kcal mol−1 error respectively. Vertical error bars(which appear smaller than the symbols) show one standard deviation in the free energy, calculated by MBAR, whilethe experimental error bar of 0.18 kcal mol−1 is used [51]. Statistical analysis was performed using the Arsenic pack-age [http://github.com/openforcefield/arsenic], with 95% confidence intervals calculated by bootstrap analysis. For allplots, an additive constant was added to all computed values, such that the mean computed value is equal to the meanexperimental value, such as to minimise the RMSE as in [45].
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Figure 7. ML/MM corrections to MM binding free energies can be up to 4 kcal mol−1 in magnitude. The signed
ΔGMM→ML∕MM corrections for each ligand (with R-group shown) are shown, ordered from least positive (slightly disfavoringbinding) to most positive (strongly disfavoring binding).
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Improved torsion energetics appear to drive accuracy improvements211

It is well-appreciated that general small molecule MM force fields often fail to accurately describe torsion212

energy profiles observed with higher-level quantum chemical calculations [73, 74], a phenomenon driven213

by the significant effect substituents can have on torsion profiles via electronic effects [26, 75]. To overcome214

this limitation, many MM force fields recommend refitting torsion potentials directly to quantum chemical215

calculations for individual molecules in a bespoke manner [1, 27].216

It is plausible that the improved accuracy demonstrated by ML/MM in Figure 6 arises primarily from217

improved modeling of torsion energetics or torsion-torsion coupling. To investigate this, we examined the218

torsion probability density functions for conformations sampled by the ligand in solvent and in complex.219

Figure 8 depicts the 1D torsion (top) and 2D torsion-torsion (bottom) probability density functions for ligand220

1, focusing on the torsions associated with the amide linker to the substituted R-groups in the ligand series.221

The ML/MM potential samples a notably more peaked distribution with significantly perturbed equilibrium222

rotamer probabilities in solvent, and a tighter shifted torsion range in complex (Figure 8, top). 2D couplings223

are also surprisingly different between MM and ML/MM in complex.224
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Discussion225

In this work, we demonstrated that a hybrid ML/MM model of a challenging, pharmaceutically-relevant226

benchmark receptor:ligand system dramatically outperforms the both commercially and publicly-available227

MMforce fields in its ability to recover experimental binding free energies of a congeneric series of inhibitors.228

The ability to halve the current state-of-the-art free energy uncertainty to∼0.5 kcalmol−1 using a simple post-229

processing procedure along with publicly-available software and ML models is promising. In particular, it230

suggests that there is significant potential yet to predict ligand:target binding affinities for prospective drug231

design campaigns.232

The NEQ protocol suggests the potential for further efficiency improvements.233

Among the insights made in the course of this study, we make special note of the NEQ procedure and234

its prospect for optimization. It is clear from Figures 4, 5, and the Supporting Information that a fixed-235

length NEQ protocol may indeed bewasteful in the complex phase considering the consistency of high work236

distribution overlap and BAR precision; in fact, exponential averaging results for all of the forward complex237

phase NEQ protocols yield free energies within 0.1 kcal mol−1 of the calculated BAR free energy correction.238

Indeed, reallocating the effort of conducting an ML/MM equilibration and backward protocol from complex239

to the solvent NEQ protocol might afford a more robust, lower variance free energy correction.240

ML/MM and MM torsion distribution discrepancies prompt further investigation.241

The substantial differences between torsion profiles from the ML/MM and MM models in Fig. 8 suggests242

that the significant free energy corrections afforded by the ML/MM model may be largely a consequence243

of poorly parameterized torsions in the MM model, or perhaps the existence of nonneglibible torsion244

couplings. Further experiments could distinguish between these scenarios by refitting torsion profiles or245

reweighting using only 1D or 2D torsion profiles rather than using the complete replacement of ligand in-246

tramolecular energetics as was considered here.247

The fact that themost pronounced discrepancies in torsion profiles for both solvent and complex phases248

were observed about amide functional groups is particularly notable. If it is indeed the case that current249

MM force fields fail to recover appropriate conformational energetics of amides, then there is certainly a250

potential for free energy accuracy improvement in a large subset of druglike molecules, especially among251

protease inhibitors, which are characterized by several amide groups to mimic peptide backbones.252

Binding free energy improvements afforded by ML/MM show promise for other systems.253

In this study, we were fortuitous in that the OpenFF 1.0.0 provided heavy-tailed phase-space distributions,254

particular in the solvent phase (see Figure 8), that overlapped sufficiently with the ML/MMmodel. Had this255

not been the case, it is likely that the NEQ correction procedure would have failed to recover free energies256

with sufficient precision at the annealing times employed in this study. Further study will indicate whether257

other MM force fields—including the GAFF force field [13, 14] and more recent iterations of the OpenFF258

force fields—generally provide sufficient phase-space overlap with ML models for ML/MM corrections to259

remain computationally convenient and accurate with respect to experiment.260

While these results illustrate the notable improvement to relative free energy calculations for this Tyk2261

protein:ligand system, more extensive studies will be needed to determine how robustly this accuracy im-262

provement manifests for a broad range of congeneric series. While the current implementation involves263

post-processing of pre-generated MM data, the implementation of the method could be improved by inte-264

gratingML potentialmodels such as ANI into extensible simulation packages such asOpenMM [76], perhaps265

via a plugin architecture. Improved interoperability would increase ease of adoption for computational ef-266

forts in drug design projects. The definition of the hybrid ML/MM potential could be improved through267

expanding the terms in the system that are computed with ML by using ML methods such as AIMNet [77],268

SchNet [78], PhysNet [79], or AP-Net [80] that allow for decomposition of electrostatics and long-range dis-269

persion from short-term valence energies.270
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Machine learning will likely permeate all aspects of alchemical free energy calculations.271

More broadly, machine learning will play various roles in all aspects of alchemical free energy calculations.272

As more calculations are performed, machine learning models (such as graph convolutional or message273

passing networks [81]) will undoubtedly be used to learn the difficulty (statistical efficiency) of relative trans-274

formations in a manner that can be used to design optimal transformation networks [72] or optimal al-275

chemical protocols. Scheen et al. [82] recently demonstrated how ligand-based ML models can be used276

to correct MM alchemical free energy calculations based on experimental training data, applying it to hy-277

dration free energy computation. Ghanakota et al. [83] also demonstrated how ligand-based ML models278

could be trained to learn more expensive free energy calculations to permit evaluation of large compound279

spaces with free energy accuracy. These few applications are just the beginning of how machine learning280

will transform physical modeling in the biosciences.281
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Detailed methods319

MM Relative Free Energy Calculations320

MM relative free energy calculations were performed using the open-source software Perses 0.7.1 [http:321

//github/choderalab/perses]. The set of 24 pairwise comparisons for the set of 16 ligands were performed,322

as specified in [45]. Simulations were performed for both the bound-complex phase and solvent phase323

to afford relative binding free energies using OpenMM 7.4.2 [76]. Protein and ligand files were adapted324

from [50] and are available as part of the openmm-forcefields 0.7.1 package [https://github.com/openmm/325

openmmforcefields]. Simulations were performed with AMBER14SB [47] protein forcefield and the OpenFF326

1.0.0 "Parsley" small molecule forcefield [46]. The system was solvated with a 9.0 Å padding using TIP3P327

water [48] and 150 mM NaCl [84]. Simulations were performed without hydrogen bond constraints using328

4 amuhydrogenmassses followingmass repartitioning. A timestep of 2 fs with a 1 ps−1 collision rate at 300 K329

was performed using a BAOAB Langevin integration scheme [85, 86], using anNPT ensemble at 1.0 atm sam-330

pled using aMonte Carlo barostat withmolecular scaling. Nonbonded interactions were handled using a 9 Å331

cutoff using Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) with a tolerance of 2.5 × 10−4 and long-range dispersion corrections.332

The alchemical perturbation was performed using a single topology protocol. The mapping protocol to333

generate the single hybrid ligand is performed using the maximum common substructure search (MCSS)334

algorithm from the OpenEye Toolkits 2020.0.4 to identify the common ’core’ of the molecule. Atoms not335

common between the two molecules (not contained in the core) are included as ’unique-old’ or ’unique-336

new’ atoms. The interaction perturbation scheme is described in Figure S.I.2. Softcore steric potentials (see337

[87]) with an � parameter of 0.85.338

11 equally-spaced �-windows were used for these calculations, for both the solvent and the complex339

phases. 1000 cycles of 250 integration steps (2 fs timestep) were performed, resulting in a total of 5 ns340

of sampling per �-state (55 ns sampling per-phase, per-ligand pair). All-to-all Hamiltonian replica exchange341

was attempted every cycle. MBARwas performed on decorrelated replica exchange samples to recover MM342

relative free energies and associated uncertainties. The maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) DiffNet [72]343
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was used to compute absolute binding free energies for the set of ligands, and shifted using a single exper-344

imental value. The aforementioned calculations are self-contained operations in the [https://github.com/345

openforcefield/arsenic] as a graph representation (nodes correspond to ligands and edges correspond to rel-346

ative alchemical transformations). Results are shown in Figure 6 (A and C) and were used as the basis for347

the MM→MM/ML corrected energies, described in the following.348

Bidirectional nonequilibrium switching and ML/MM free energy corrections349

The bidirectional nonequilibrium protocol was parameterized in accordance with Eq. 2 with 5000 annealing350

steps. MM model and simulation parameters are consistent with those described above.351

The forward NEQ procedure is as follows for each phase:352

Algorithm 1: Nonequilibrium (NEQ) switching protocol
Input : NA iid system configurations (x ∈ ℝ3N ) from MM relative free energy calculation; the set

thereof is denoted X.
�-dependent nonequibrium protocol (see Eq. 2).
timestep �t [fs]
Nneq protocol steps, temperature T [Kelvin], collision rate  [ps−1]

Output :Set of final configurations {xi}Set of final reduced works {worki}
Require : � = 1

KbT

a = e−�t; b =√

1 − e−2�t

for i in NA doselect xi ∈ X ;
set step = 0; � = 0 ;
select velocity (V ) from Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at temperature T ;
set worki = 0 ;set u = �U (xi|�);
while step < Nneq dostep ← step + 1 ; ⊳ step update

�← step
Nneq

; ⊳ lambda update

unew ← �U (xi|�) ; ⊳ energy update
worki ← worki + unew − u ; ⊳ work update
xi ← xi +

V �t
2
; ⊳ position update

V ← V −M−1�∇U (xi‖�)�t ; ⊳ velocity update
xi ← xi +

V �t
2
; ⊳ velocity update

V ← aV + b
√

�
M−1∕2  (0, 1) ; ⊳ Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process

xi ← xi +
V �t
2
; ⊳ position update

u← unew ; ⊳ reduced energy reset

end
end
return {xi}, {worki}

353

To conduct decorrelation and equilibration at the ML/MM thermodynamic states, {xi} returned from354

Algorithm 1 is resampled NA times (with replacement) w.r.t. e−worki ) from {worki}. The algorithm is per-355

formed again (in this case, setting Nneq to 5000) whilst maintaining � = 1; in this case, worki is identically 0.356

Subsequently, Algorithm 1 is conducted in the backward direction (i.e. � = 1 − step
Nneq

in the "lambda update"357

step).358

The work sets {worki,forward} from Algorithm 1 and {worki,backward} from the aforementionedmodification359

were then passed to the BAR estimator [https://github.com/choderalab/pymbar/blob/master/pymbar/bar.py] to360

maximize the likelihood of the ΔGML∕MM . To correct the MM free energy calculations, the complex/solvent361

ΔGcomplex
ML/MM −ΔGsolventML/MM differences were added in-place to theMM ligand network nodes, and absolute binding362
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free energies were recomputed with DiffNett [72].363

For both the complex and solvent phase, 100 decorrelated equilibrium configurations (NA = 100) were364

extracted from replica exchange checkpoint files from each relative calculation edge. This treatment re-365

sulted in duplicate and independent repeats of ensemble ML/MM bidirectional switching. This resulted in366

200 to 700 independent forward/backward work samples for each phase for the 16 ligands, depending on367

the degree of each ligand in the relative free energy calculation network. The aggregated bidirectional work368

distributions for each ligand and each phase is shown in Figure S.I.1.369

The forward, resampling, ML/MM endstate simulation (for 10 ps), and backward annealing procedures,370

described previously, were used to recover bidirectional work distributions along with the BAR-estimated371

free energy correction.372

The ligand configuration was extracted from the solvent and complex phases and modelled with the373

OpenFF 1.0.0 forcefield as used in theMMsimulations; however the nonbonded (i.e. steric and electrostatic)374

interactions were treated as non-periodic without a cutoff. The ANI2x ligand model was computed using375

TorchANI package [https://github.com/aiqm/torchani] (ANI2x version 2.1.1)[88].376

In order to propagate dynamics through the protocol, each velocity update steps are preceded by a force377

update step wherein the forces of the MM and ML vacuum ligand systems are computed, scaled appropri-378

ately by the value of �, and added to the appropriate sub-block matrix of the full ligand-and-environment379

force matrix.380
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Appendix 0 Figure S.I.1. Bidirectional NEQ work distributions for Tyk2 congeneric inhibitor series. Forward workdistributions (blue) and (negative) backward work distributions (orange) show sufficient overlap for a BAR free energycalculation. BAR ΔGMM→MM∕ML are shown as vertical black lines, and uncertainties thereof are shown as gray, dottedlines. Both complex and solvent phases are shown.
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Appendix 0 Figure S.I.2. Perses relative free energy calculations default alchemical protocol. The interactionpotentials are perturbed linearly in two stages: between �: 0.0→ 0.5 the sterics of the unique-new atoms are turned onwhile the electrostatics of the unique-old atoms are turned off, followed by the turning on of the electrostatics of theunique-new atoms simultaneously with the steric terms of the unique-old atoms being turned off between �: 0.5→ 1.0.The parameters of the core atoms are linearly perturbed from �: 0. → 1.0.
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